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Abstract
Future space assembly and science missions (e.g., Terrestrial Planet Finder) will typ-
ically require complex reconfiguration maneuvers involving well coordinated 6 DOF
motions of the entire fleet of spacecraft. The motions must also satisfy constraints
such as collision avoidance and pointing restrictions on some of the instruments. This
problem is particularly difficult due to the nonlinearity of the attitude dynamics and
the non-convexity of some of the constraints. The coupling of the positions and atti-
tudes of the N spacecraft by some of the constraints adds a significant complication
because it requires that the trajectory optimization be solved as a single 6N DOF
problem.
This thesis presents a method to solve this problem by first concentrating on
finding a feasible solution, then developing improvements to it. The first step is
posed as a path planning problem without differential constraints and solved using
Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT's). The improvement step is posed as a fea-
sible nonlinear optimization problem and solved by an iterative optimization similar
to a sequential linear programming method. The primary contribution of the thesis
is an improvement to the basic RRT algorithm that replaces the connection step with
a more complex function that takes into account local information about the con-
straints. Two functions are proposed, one based on artificial potential functions, and
another based on a random search. The results show that the new RRT with either of
these connection functions is faster and more reliable for a difficult sample problem.
The combination of an RRT with the new connection functions, and the improvement
step, is also demonstrated on several challenging spacecraft reconfiguration problems
with up to 16 spacecraft (96 DOF). The solution technique is shown to be robust and
with computation times fast enough to embed in a real-time optimization algorithm
as part of an autonomous onboard control system.
Thesis Supervisor: Jonathan P. How
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Nonlinear TYajectory Optimization
Robots moving in a factory floor, airliners flying across the country, unmanned aircraft
flying over a battlefield, rockets soaring to space, and spacecraft cruising toward
distant planets of the Solar system, will all move following a planned trajectory.
Trajectory design consists of planning the path that a vehicle can follow. This path
must be consistent with the dynamics of the vehicle, such as having a maximum
speed, or a minimum turning radius. Sometimes these trajectories are also required
to satisfy other physical constraints, like not going through walls or not colliding with
other vehicles. In many cases the trajectories should make optimal use of fuel, energy,
or time.
Many methods have been developed to solve trajectory optimization problems [3].
A large fraction of these methods is based on formulating and solving a constrained
nonlinear optimal control problem using indirect or direct methods. Indirect methods
use the solution to Pontryagin's maximum principle to transform the optimal control
problem into a two-point boundary value problem [39, 50]. This TPBV problem
can then be solved by numerical methods. Direct methods transform the continuous
optimal control problem into an equivalent nonlinear programming problem (NLP)
by discretizing the trajectory at certain points and describing the constraints and cost
function at these points [3, 16]. The solution to this second problem can then be found
17
with a nonlinear optimization solver such as NPSOL, SNOPT or CFSQP [13, 14, 26].
There are advantages and disadvantages of both indirect and direct methods, but
direct methods have better convergence properties and thus can perform well with a
poor initial guess. Many direct methods have been developed based on different ways
to transform the original control problem into an optimization problem [3]. Two direct
methods developed recently are the pseudospectral Legendre method [8, 44], and a
method based on parameterizing differentially flat systems with B-spline curves [32,
37, 33]. The pseudospectral Legendre method has been implemented in the DIDO
software package by Fahroo and Ross [46, 44], while the B-splines parametrization
method, better known as the nonlinear trajectory generation (NTG) algorithm, has
been implemented in the NTG library from Caltech [33].
Another set of methods that are also used to solve trajectory optimization prob-
lems are based on geometric considerations. These method were originally developed
to solve robot path planning problems [41, 23, 25]. Recent developments in this field
include randomized path planning algorithms, among which Randomized Roadmaps
and Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs) are the best known [19, 24].
In general, however, nonlinear trajectory optimization problems are very difficult,
regardless of what type of method is used to solve them. The difficulty is due to the
nonlinear nature of the problems and the time complexity of the numerical methods
that must be used. Even without regard for optimality, just finding a feasible solu-
tion for the general path planning problem with general constraints is NP-hard [41, 5].
This means that, in general, the time complexity of a path planning problem is be-
lieved to be exponential in its number of degrees of freedom, even when optimality is
not required. A problem with this time complexity is very hard to solve numerically,
and even small cases with few degrees of freedom cannot be solved in a practical
amount of time. This difficulty is well known since the origins of optimal control the-
ory, and it was what Richard Bellman referred to as the "curse of dimensionality" [2].
The randomized path planning algorithms mentioned before alleviate this difficulty
by relaxing the guarantees of finding a solution, and as a result, they have been able
to solve larger problems. A good approach then to solve large problems is to use a
18
Figure 1.1: The Terrestrial Planet Finder Figure 1.2: The proposed Stellar Imager
mission requires precisely coordinated will have a formation of 20 to 30 satel-
motions of several spacecraft [28, 36] lites [6, 35]
randomized algorithm to find a feasible solution, and then a nonlinear optimal control
algorithm to improve it.
Another difficulty in some trajectory optimization problems is that they may have
discontinuous dynamics, constraints or cost function. These discontinuities consist of
sharp changes at different points of the trajectory, and are avoided by most existing
solution methods, which are limited to continuous problems. However, certain type
of discontinuous problems can be transformed into continuous equivalents which can
then be solved with existing methods.
This thesis presents methods to solve both problems, the hard nonlinear trajectory
optimization problem with many degrees of freedom, and the trajectory optimization
with discontinuous constraints. The method to solve large problems is motivated by
a trajectory optimization problem involving a spacecraft formation. This problem
is interesting, useful, and has all the difficult characteristics that make it an ideal
benchmark for the method developed here.
19
Figure 1.3: DARPA Orbital Express requires coordinated maneuvers of several space-
craft [49]
1.2 Spacecraft Formation Reconfiguration with Po-
sition and Attitude Constraints
Formation flying of multiple spacecraft is an attractive technology for many planned
space science such as the Terrestrial Planet Finder and the Stellar Imager shown in
Figures 1.1 and 1.2, as well as autonomous space assembly missions like the DARPA
Orbital Express shown in Figure 1.3 [29, 1, 28, 34]. These missions will typically
require complex initialization maneuvers and/or formation reconfiguration maneuvers
involving well coordinated motions of several spacecraft. These maneuvers consist
of moving and rotating a group of N spacecraft from an initial configuration to a
desired target configuration, while satisfying an arbitrary number of constraints (e.g.,
see Figure 1.4). These constraints may consist of collision avoidance, restrictions on
the region of the sky where certain spacecraft instruments can point (e.g., a sensitive
instrument that cannot point at the Sun), or restrictions on pointing toward other
spacecraft (e.g., requirements on maintaining inter-spacecraft communication links
and having cold science instruments avoid high temperature components on other
vehicles). It is also desirable to perform these maneuvers with the lowest possible fuel
20
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Figure 1.4: The formation reconfiguration problem
expenditure.
This problem is particularly difficult due to the nonlinearity of the attitude dy-
namics, the non-convexity of some of the constraints, and the coupling between the
positions and attitudes of all spacecraft. The nonlinearity of the spacecraft atti-
tude dynamics makes the attitude trajectory design problem difficult in itself [18].
Although numerous solutions exist for the attitude control problem alone, its nonlin-
earity adds considerable difficulty to the general spacecraft reconfiguration problem.
The non-convex constraints place this problem in a general class of path planning
problems with obstacles that were described in the previous section as computation-
ally hard and therefore with a computational complexity exponential in the number
of degrees of freedom. Finally, some of the pointing constraints introduce coupling be-
tween the positions and attitudes of the entire fleet. As a result, the trajectory design
must be solved as a single 6N DOF problem instead of N separate 6 DOF problems.
Spacecraft trajectory optimization has been the subject of extensive research and
many methods have been developed to plan translation maneuvers, attitude maneu-
vers, and in some cases for the combinations of both types of maneuvers. An overview
of this research and how it relates to the work in this thesis is presented in Chapter 2.
21
1.3 Solution Approach to Hard Trajectory Opti-
mization Problems
The approach chosen to tackle the computational difficulty of nonlinear trajectory
optimization problems with path constraints is to concentrate first on finding any
feasible trajectory. When a feasible trajectory is found, then a second stage focuses
on improving the solution while maintaining feasibility. These two parts are called the
path planner and the smoother in this thesis. This separation is a natural approach
that has been used many times in difficult path planning problems, including in
spacecraft trajectory design [38].
The problem of finding a feasible path between two points with an arbitrary num-
ber of constraints is a classical path planning problem that has been studied for many
years [41, 5, 23]. The difficulty of this problem makes it intractable to find a solution
with guarantees for problems with more than a few (e.g., 3-6) dimensions. However,
by relaxing the guaranteed completion, randomized path planning algorithms such as
the Probabilistic Roadmaps (PRM) have been shown to solve larger problems [19].
These algorithms and its more recent derivatives have solved problems of more than
20 dimensions [19, 47, 7, 24, 38]. Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT), a more re-
cent variant of these randomized planners, is used in this thesis because it performed
better than other algorithms in our experimental comparisons [24].
There has been work on applying PRMs and RRTs to spacecraft trajectory de-
sign [24, 10, 11, 38]. This body of work includes differential constraints, which in
the case of spacecraft means that the trajectories must be consistent with the kine-
matics and dynamics of spacecraft. In general, these constraints limit the expansion
of the randomized search trees and increase the solution time. In the planner, the
differential constraints have been removed. Instead, the direct trajectories between
two points consist of rest-to-rest straight-line translations and eigen-axis rotations
at constant rates. It is possible to do this because the spacecraft is at rest at each
node of the search tree, and the links between nodes are feasible trajectories. The
trajectory generated by the algorithm consists of a sequence of states, connected by
22
these feasible "direct trajectories". This trajectory is then passed to the smoother.
The smoother improves the cost of the trajectory found previously. This trajectory
is represented by the states and control inputs sampled at fixed time-steps. The
smoothing problem is posed as a nonlinear optimization with nonlinear constraints.
The cost function, dynamics and constraints are then linearized, and the resulting
equations are solved as a linear program. These steps are repeated iteratively until
the cost associated with the trajectory cannot be improved.
After each iteration, the solution may violate some of the constraints by a small
amount, so there is an additional step to recover a feasible solution. This step uses
knowledge specific to the trajectory design problem, and is the main difference be-
tween the smoother and a similar algorithm, the Sequential Linear Programming
method (SLP) [9]. The recovery step is discussed further in Section 2.2.2.
This algorithm is also different from other trajectory smoothing algorithms pro-
posed in the literature because it improves the cost of the trajectory as a whole, it is
deterministic, and always remains feasible [38, 51].
1.4 An Improved Planner
This thesis also presents an extension of the planner that decreases the solution times
by approximately two orders of magnitude, thus enabling the solution of problems
with up to sixteen spacecraft. The extension consists of replacing the function that
generates a simple trajectory between two points in the RRT, by a function that is
more complex, but also more likely to find the connection. Most randomized planners
use a simple function that generates a straight line or a simple rotation that stops
after reaching the second point or hitting an obstacle, with the intention of generating
as many connections and growing the random trees as fast as possible. However, there
is also value in spending more time choosing better connections and thus generating a
more efficient search tree. This trade-off between complexity and effectiveness appears
in many problems (e.g., other path planning literature [25], and basic optimization,
such as first-order steepest descent versus the second order Newton optimization
23
methods).
Two new connection approaches are proposed and evaluated. The first connection
approach is based in a local randomized search. The second approach is similar
to gradient descent on artificial potential functions [20]. Since the obstacles in the
spacecraft reconfiguration problem are constraints that can be written in the form
g(x) < 0, the gradient descent is posed as a nonlinear optimization problem and solved
with a feasible solver. The intermediate solutions of the solver are then used as the
trajectory connecting the points. The results show that both extensions significantly
improve the solution times of the basic planner.
1.5 Trajectory Optimization with Discontinuous
Constraints or Cost
The spacecraft reconfiguration problem is a good example of a trajectory optimization
problem with continuous path constraints that must hold for every point of the tra-
jectory, such as the collision avoidance and the pointing constraints. However, there
are trajectory optimization problems with constraints that must hold only in certain
regions of the space, in certain section of the trajectory, or during a time interval. In
other cases the constraints may hold over the whole trajectory, but change sharply in
some sections. These sharp changes may exist also in the cost of the trajectory, for
example in travel time of a vehicle that crosses from traveling over land to traveling
over swamp. In all the cases mentioned before, the problems have discontinuities in
the constraints or in the cost function.
Typical examples of problems with discontinuities have integral constraints, or
have a cost function that changes sharply depending on the area the trajectory goes
over. These examples are simple, but also general enough that can be used as a basis
for other more useful problems such as minimum risk trajectory design. Fig. 1.5 shows
a UAV path planning problem in which the objective is to minimize the total risk of
failure. The best trajectory is not the shortest path but the one that has the shortest
24
Best path
High risk
Shortest path X Goal
Figure 1.5: The best trajectory minimizes the length over the high risk area
length over risky terrain [21]. This problem is discontinuous because the penalty on
the path length changes sharply when the aircraft enters the high risk region.
Most of the recent trajectory optimization methods assume some degree of con-
tinuity in the problems and are not well suited to handle discontinuous constraints.
However, it is possible to modify certain types of problems with discontinuities so
that they can be formulated as continuous problems that can be solved by current
nonlinear optimal control methods. This thesis considers a formulation of the discon-
tinuous problem that can be transformed into a continuous formulation, and shows
how this transformation can be done.
1.6 Overview
Chapter 2 describes the spacecraft reconfiguration problem and the method to solve
this problem based on separation. This chapter also describes the planning and
smoothing steps that are characteristics of the separation procedure, in particular
the planner and smoother tailored to the reconfiguration problem. The planner and
the smoother are then compared against DIDO, a recent nonlinear optimal solver.
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Chapter 3 describes the improvement to the RRT planner based on two new
connection methods that use local information. The improvement is illustrated with
several examples of reconfigurations of spacecraft formations of up to 16 spacecraft.
Chapter 4 describes a class of discontinuous problems that can be transformed
into continuous problems that can be solved by the NTG and DIDO optimal con-
trol software packages, and the method to do this transformation. The method is
illustrated with two examples of discontinuous problems: the sensor problem and the
weighted shortest path problem.
26
Chapter 2
Trajectory Optimization for
Satellite Reconfiguration
Maneuvers
The spacecraft trajectory design problem for the unconstrained translation and at-
titude maneuvers has been the subject of extensive research with successful results.
In contrast, the trajectory design problem with constraints is more difficult and has
attracted attention more recently. Most of the solutions for this problem find either
the translation or the attitude trajectories. Some of these solutions include poten-
tial functions methods [20, 31], geometric/heuristic methods [15], Mixed-Integer Lin-
ear Programming [42], and randomized algorithms [11, 10]. The trajectory design
problem with combined translation and attitude has also been investigated. Some
recent solutions are based on geometric/heuristic methods [48] and randomized algo-
rithms [38]. However, the geometric and heuristic methods are problem specific and
cannot be extended to solve the general reconfiguration problem. The randomized
algorithms were used to solve a problem with a single spacecraft and no pointing
constraints. The reconfiguration problem addressed in this chapter is more general
and on a larger scale than the problems considered before. For example, we design
maneuvers for 4 spacecraft with 24 DOE. The following sections outline the solution
technique developed to solve these problems, followed by several demonstrations.
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2.1 The Spacecraft Reconfiguration Problem For-
mulation
The general reconfiguration problem consists of finding a trajectory, represented by
the state and control inputs of N spacecraft, from time 0 to T. This state consists of
ri(t) E R 3 , i(t) E R3 (2.1)
qi (t) C S©A, w(t) E 3  (2.2)
where i E 1. .. N indicates the spacecraft. ri(t) is the position of its center, ii(t) its
velocity, and wi(t) its angular velocity, all measured with respect to a local inertially
fixed frame. The attitude quaternion is qi(t). The input consists of
Ti(t) E R 3 and Mi(t) E R3 (2.3)
where Ti(t) are the forces and Mi(t) the moments. Let xi(t) be a point of the
trajectory of a single spacecraft at time t,
xi(t) = [ri(t), i (t), Ti(t), qi(t), wi(t), M (t)] , (2.4)
for i c 1... N, and
X(t) = -- i(t), - ](2.5)
a point in the composite trajectories of all the spacecraft at time t.
For the deep space missions considered, the translational dynamics are approxi-
mated with a double integrator
1+ Ti(t) (2.6)
i(t) 0 0 J i(t) I
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and the attitude dynamics, in quaternion notation, are
1
4i M = 1-Q(t)qj(t) (2.7)2
J =yi(t) -wi(t) x (Jwi(t)) + Mi(t) (2.8)
where
0 wi 3(t) -wi 2 (t) wi1(t)
Q (t) = -wi 3 (t) 0 wi 1(t) wi2 (t) (2.9)
wi 2 (t) -wi 1(t) 0 wi 3(t)
-wi 1(t) -wi 2 (t) -wi 3 (t) 0
and J is the inertia matrix, which is considered to be the same for all spacecraft for
simplicity. The collision avoidance constraints are
I ri(t) - r,(t)| ;> R (2.10)
for i, j E 1 ... N, i 4 j, and R is the minimum distance allowed between the centers
of spacecraft. The absolute stay outside pointing constraints are given by
TkY -CSO (2.11)zk~ y _ cos~ek.
where k E 1... Nc identifies a constraint. This condition ensures that the spacecraft
vector Yk remains at an angle greater than 6k E [0, 7r] from the inertial vector Zk. The
vector Yk is the representation in the inertial coordinate frame of the body vector YkB.
The transformation of coordinates is given by
Yk = YkB io)kB -( kB)q - 2qi4(Y kB i0
where qj0 (t) and qi4(t) are defined as
qj(t) = [qji(t), qi2(t), qi 3 (t), qi4 (t)]T = [qio(t), qi4 (t)]T
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The absolute stay inside pointing constraints only differ by the sign of the equation
zT cs6 (2.13)4 kYk -> COS5Ok .3
The inter-spacecraft relative stay outside pointing constraints are given by
i y cos Ok (2.14)
where Yk and 0k are as above, and 4i j(t) = (r3 (t) -ri(t))/(I|r(t) - ri(t)||) is the unit
vector that points from spacecraft i to spacecraft j. Similarly, the relative stay inside
pointing constraints are
j y> cos Ok (2.15)
For this problem, the cost to minimize is
N T
J =  ( |Ti(t)| + |M(t)| dt (2.16)
i=1 0
2.2 The Solution Approach
2.2.1 The Planner
The randomized path planning algorithm consists of Lavalle's randomized dense tree,
in particular the bidirectional variant as described in [25]. The algorithm is repro-
duced here, but interested readers are encouraged to consult references [24] or [25].
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RRT-BIDIRECTIONAL(Xi, Xf)
1 Ta. init(xi); T. init(xf)
2 for j +- 1 to K
3 do Xn + NEAREST(Ta, a(j))
4 S- CONNECT(Xn, a(j))
5 if xs # on
6 then Ta. add-vertex(x)
7 Ta. add-edge(o*, X)
8 o'n <- NEAREST(TbXs)
9 '<- CONNECT(X', Xs)
10 ifx' x'
11 then Tb. add-vertex(x')
12 T. add-edge(x' , x')
13 if x' = x,
14 then return Solution
15 SWAP(Ta, Tb)
16 return Failure
In this algorithm, Ta and T represent trees with a composite trajectory point x
at each node (Eq. 2.5). The points x at the nodes are considered at rest, so the only
relevant information in these points are positions and attitudes. The two trees Ta and
Tb start from the initial and final points of the desired trajectory. At each iteration
a(i) generates a random point, and NEAREST(Ta, a(i)) finds the point in the tree Ta
with the minimum distance to this point a(i). The distance is defined as
N
distance(x 1 , x 2 ) = |ri, - r2,ill + KaZ(qi,i, q2 ,i)
where Z(qi,i, q 2 ,i) is the angle of an eigen-axis rotation between attitude q.i and q 2,i
for spacecraft i, and Ka is a weight that relates translation distance and rotation
angle. In the scenarios presented later, Ka = 6.
Continuing with the algorithm, CONNECT(Xn, a(i)) finds the last valid configura-
tion in the "direct motion" from xO to x.
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CONNECT(XO, Xf)
1 ox <-xo
2 repeat x <- EXTEND(Xn, Xf)
3 until could not advance xn
4 return Xn
In our implementation, a direct motion is a rest-to-rest straight line translation
and eigen-axis rotation of each spacecraft
trans(r1 ,i, r 2,i; t) = rii + t(r 2 ,i - ri) Vi (2.17)
rot(q1 i, q 2,i; t) = qi - (q- - q2 ,i)t t E [0, 1]
where rot is a quaternion interpolation.
If a new node is successfully found by the direct motion, then a branch to this
node is added to the tree, and a similar attempt is made to connect the opposite tree
to the new node. If the attempt succeeds the algorithm stops and returns a good
trajectory, otherwise it continues.
The output of the algorithms consists of a sequence of points from the initial point
xi to the desired target point Xf. At these points the spacecraft are at rest, their
states are described by position and attitude values, and there is a direct motion to
the next point that is guaranteed to satisfy all the constraints.
2.2.2 The Smoother
The resulting trajectory from the planner is then smoothed. However, this trajectory
must be described first as full state and input pairs sampled at fixed time-steps. In
general these samples will not coincide with the points of the trajectory from the
planner, and the spacecraft will not necessarily be at rest at these points in time.
In this section the state notation x(t) has been replaced by x(k) which stands for
x(kAT), where AT is the time-step. The complete trajectory is represented by the
sequence of points x(k), k E 0 ... [T/AT]. For these points
x(k + 1) = f (x(k)) (2.18)
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where f(x(k)) is the propagation for time AT of the states x(k) for constant inputs
T(k) and M(k). To ensure consistency between all elements of x(k) (states and
inputs), i (k), T(k), w(k) and M(k) must be found that satisfy Eq. 2.18. By using a
discrete approximation for the short time interval propagation it is possible to achieve
this consistency. The discrete equations for translational dynamics are
ri(k +1) I ATI J [k)+ Ti(k) (2.19)
L i(k + 1) J L0 I fii(k) J LATI
and for the attitude dynamics
wi(k + 1) = wi(k) - ATJ--wi(k) x (Jwi(k)) + ATJ-Mi(k) (2.20)
and
qi(k+1)= [I AT Q (k) qi(k) (2.21)
where wi(k) is just the discrete form of Eq. 2.9. Thus to obtain the full x(k) from x
and q
.i(k) - r'(k + 1) - ri(k) (2.22)
AT
Ti (k) = i(k + 1) - fi(k) (2.23)
AT
Mi(k) 1) - w(k) + wi(k) x (Jwi(k)) (2.24)M%(k)=JAT
and wi(k) = [lvii(k), GCi 2(k), ?i 3(k)]T, from
ib(k) = 2Q -1 qi(k + 1) - qi(k) (2.25)AT
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where
qi4(k) -q3s(k) qi2(k) qnl(k)
Qi (k) T3 q(k) qT4(k) -qai(k) qi2(k)
-qT2(k) qi 1(k) qT4(k) qi3(k)
-qi1(k) -qi2(k) -qi3(k) qi4(k)
The discrete dynamics (Eqs. 2.19-2.21) can then be represented as the equalities
x(k + 1) - f(x(k)) = 0, k E 0 ... (|T/AT - 1) (2.26)
with pointing and collision avoidance constraints
gn(x(k)) < 0, k C 0 ... [T/AT] ,n E 1, ... , Nc (2.27)
An iteration of the smoothing algorithm consists of finding a perturbation of the
trajectory that improves the cost while maintaining the feasibility of the trajectory.
The update is achieved by using the first-order Taylor approximation of the con-
straints and the cost
x(k + 1) + dx(k + 1) - f (x(k) + dx(k))
e x(k + 1) - f (x(k)) + dx(k + 1) - Vf (x(k))T dx(k)
=0, (2.28)
and
gn(x(k) + dx(k)) ~ gn(x(k)) + Vgn(x(k))Tdx(k) < 0 (2.29)
for ||dx(k)|| < c < 1. Note that these are linear constraints in the variables dx(k)
since f, gn and x(k) are known in advance.
The discrete form of the cost function is
FT/AT1 N
J = AT Ti(k)|+|Mi(k)| (2.30)
k=0 i=1
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which can be rewritten as
FT/AT] N
J =AT ( (|Ti(k)+ dTi(k)|+|Mi(k)+ dMi(k)| (2.31)
k=O i=1
which in a linear minimization is equivalent to
FT/zAT] N
J = AT T Ea (k) + bi(k) (2.32)
k=O i=1
subject to
|Ti(k) + dTi(k)| < ayi(k), Vi, k (2.33)
|Mi(k) + dMi(k)| < b(k), Vi, k (2.34)
The step to find the perturbation is naturally formulated as a linear program because
it is the minimization of a linear function subject to linear equality and inequality
constraints (Line 2 in the SMOOTHER-STEP). Here the trajectory is improved as
a whole and the process continues in a deterministic fashion. The algorithm is as
follows:
SMOOTHER(X)
1 forj=1toM
2 do SMOOTHER-STEP(X)
3 return x
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SMOOTHER-STEP(X)
1 fori=1toN
2 do solve linear program:
min AT Zk=T ai (k) + bi (k)
subject to
I -Vf (i(k)) T  =dx,(k + 1) 0
dx (k)
Vk Vg,,(zi(k))Tdzi(k) :5 -gn(zi(k))
Ti (k) + dTi(k)I a)i(k)
|Mi(k) + dMi(k)| I bi(k)
|dxi(k)| < c
> end of linear program
3 xi(k) <- x2 (k) + dx (k), Vk
4 qi(k) <- ,Vk
5 [i (k), Ti(k)] <- inverse of [xi(k), xi(k + 1)] ,Vk,
from equations (2.22) and (2.23)
6 [wi(k), Mi(k)] <- inverse of [qi(k), qi(k + 1)],Vk,
from equations (2.25) and (2.24)
> end of for
7 return x
Due to the linear approximations, in general the updated solution in step 3 may vi-
olate the constraints by a small amount (less than O(e), where 0 < c < 1). Therefore
the solution is repaired in lines 4 to 6 to recover the consistency with the constraints
of the problem, particularly the unit norm quaternion constraint and the dynamics
from Eqs. 2.19-2.21. The inequality constraints are not explicitly repaired. Any vi-
olation of these constraints is negligible and does not affect the convergence of the
algorithm. To guarantee that the final solution meets the constraints, a small margin
is added to the constraints before running the algorithm. For example, the angles
and collision radius are increased by a small percentage over the actual values.
In summary, our approach consists of the following steps:
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FIND-RECONFIGURATION (Xi, Xf)
1 s = RRT-BIDIRECTIONAL(Xi, xf)
2 if s f Failure
3 then discretize s
4 SMOOTHER(S)
5 return s
2.3 Examples
This section presents examples of varying complexity. They demonstrate that for
simple problems the algorithm generates the expected results, and for harder problems
it generates reasonable trajectories. In the figures that illustrate these examples the
trajectories are represented by a solid line, each dot represents a time step, and
arrows show the direction of movement. The spacecraft are typically shown along
the trajectories after every fifth time step. The vectors shown are the X, Y, and Z
body axes. The plot axes correspond to the axes of the local inertially fixed frame.
Also, the examples that include a sun avoidance (stay-out) constraint show a "red
umbrella", with the "handle" representing the vector pointing toward the sun, and a
cone of rays representing the angle covered by the constraint.
These experiments were run on a Fujitsu T3000 with an Intel Centrino processor
at 1.4 GHz and Windows XP, and the algorithms were programmed in C++ and
compiled with Microsoft Visual C++ 7.1. The linear solver used was the GLPK
library. The computation times for the planner ranged from below 1 second for
single spacecraft problems like the simple maneuver, to 30-40 minutes for highly
constrained problems with 4 spacecraft. The number of iterations of the main loop
in RRT-BIDIRECTIONAL ranged from 1 to 10 for simple examples, to between 200
and 500 for the difficult ones. The cut-off in our experiments was 500 iterations, after
which the algorithm returned a failure. The computation times for the smoother were
from below 1 second to 3 seconds, using the interior point solver.
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2.3.1 Example: Simple Maneuver
Figure 2.1 shows the final trajectory for a simple problem: move a spacecraft from
[-9, -9, - 9 ]T to [9, 9, 9 ]T and rotate it 900 about the inertial Z-axis, while avoiding
pointing at the sun. The unit vector pointing at the sun is represented in the figure
by the vector in the direction of [1, 1, 0]T/v/2 surrounded by a 40' angle cone. The
sensitive instrument points in the direction of the body X axis (solid blue in the
figure) and it must stay out of the cone. The plot shows that the solver designs
a smooth trajectory that skirts this constraint. As expected, the translation path
is minimal: a simple straight line. Figure 2.2 shows the locus of the instrument in
spherical coordinates as it moves around the sun avoidance constraint. Figure 2.3
shows the same pointing constraint over time, as the cosine of the angle between
the instrument and the sun vector, with a dashed line showing the actual constraint.
Both figures show that the trajectory is very close to the constraint.
2.3.2 Example: Coupled Maneuver
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show a slightly more complex example with three spacecraft that
demonstrate the interaction between the states of the spacecraft and the coupling
constraints. Spacecraft 1 and 2 are initially at positions [-5, 5, 0]T and [-5, -5, 0]T.
Spacecraft 1 must turn 180' around the Z axis and 90' around the X axis. Spacecraft
2 only has to turn 180' around the Z axis. Both must also point their body X axis
(solid blue) at the other spacecraft to within 300. Spacecraft 3 must end at the same
starting position of [-5, 9, 0 ]T, and point its body X axis at both spacecraft 1 and 2
to within 15" angle. The vehicles must remain 3.5 units apart to avoid colliding.
The final trajectory in Figure 2.4 shows that spacecraft 2 translates straight from
the start to finish while spacecraft 1 moves away just enough to satisfy the colli-
sion avoidance constraint. Notice that for spacecraft 1 to point the body X axis at
spacecraft 2 while avoiding pointing it at the Sun, it has to move off the X-Y plane.
This shows the coupling between relative and absolute pointing constraints, and col-
lision avoidance. Also, when spacecraft 1 moves off the initial alignment, spacecraft
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3 rotates slightly to keep both spacecraft 1 and 2 inside its specified cone.
The trajectory of Figure 2.4 is based on the trajectory shown in Figure 2.5, which is
shown here for comparison. Figure 2.5 shows the trajectory produced by the planner,
before the smoothing procedure. As expected, the trajectory is feasible, but clearly
suboptimal. All the spacecraft move and rotate away from the target positions, then
return to them, which is particularly evident for spacecraft 3. The difference between
the figures shows the large changes possible by the smoother given a feasible initial
solution.
Figures 2.6 to 2.9 illustrate some of the constraints of this example and how
they have a significant impact in the trajectory. Figure 2.6 shows the sun avoidance
constraint of spacecraft 2, which is active, and how the spacecraft must maneuver
to satisfy it. Figure 2.7 and 2.8 show the relative pointing constraints of spacecrafts
1 and 2 in spherical coordinates. The figures show how restrictive these constraints
are, since the instruments must remain pointing within a tight cone through all the
trajectory, and it also shows that these constraints are indeed satisfied by the final
trajectories. Figure 2.9 shows the same relative pointing constraints as the cosine of
the angle between the instrument and the opposite spacecraft. The constraints are
very tight, and remain active during a large section of the trajectory.
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2.3.3 Example: Four Vehicles
Figure 2.10 shows the solution to a complex example with four spacecraft. The
constraints in this example are as follows: (a) Spacecraft 1, 2 and 3 must point their
body Y axis (dashed red) toward spacecraft 4; and (b) they must also point their body
X axis (solid blue) to each other in a ring (spacecraft 1 must point at spacecraft 2, 2 to
3, and 3 to 1). These 6 constraints place tight restrictions on the possible movements
of the spacecraft which must be closely coordinated. The attitude of spacecraft 4 is
not constrained.
The maneuver starts with a tetrahedral formation with spacecraft 1, 2 and 3 in
the X-Y plane pointing to spacecraft 4 below. The formation then rotates 90' about
the inertial Y axis. The final solution consists of simple straight line translations for
all 4 spacecraft, with minimal rotations toward the desired final attitudes, consistent
with an optimal maneuver. The constraints are always met.
2.4 Comparison with a Nonlinear Optimal Control
Technique
Section 2.2 presents one algorithm for solving the spacecraft reconfiguration problem,
but since this problem can be posed as a nonlinear optimal control problem, there
are various ways of solving it. One tool that can be used to solve this problem is the
software package DIDO introduced in Chapter 1. However, since this is a very hard
problem to solve, it is reasonable to expect that a general purpose nonlinear optimal
control tool like DIDO will take too long to solve the problem. This section shows
that although the spacecraft reconfiguration problem can be formulated and solved
by DIDO, it can only do so for small or simple instances of the problem.
2.4.1 Problem Formulation with DIDO
The spacecraft reconfiguration problem formulation with DIDO is not very different
from the formulation of section 2.1. The problem can be posed directly from the
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nonlinear optimal control formulation, since DIDO handles the details. The state
variables are the same as in Eqs. 2.1 to 2.5, while the dynamics and constraints
remain the same as Eqs. 2.6 to 2.15. The only difference is the cost, which has been
changed to minimizing
N jT 12+I~~)
J = ( |Ti(t)|2 +||M4(t)| 2 dt (2.35)
because the absolute value is a non-smooth function that presented an additional
difficulty for DIDO. The smoother results shown in this section for comparison have
been changed to used this cost function as well. The initial solutions were generated
using the planner, and besides the trajectories they also provided the maximum time
T for all the examples.
2.4.2 Reconfiguration Problem for Different Initial Solutions
and Problem Sizes
Example A is a simple translation from position [0, 0, O]T to [30, 20, 1 0 ]T with a rota-
tion of 90 degrees around the Z body axis. Example B is a similar translation with
90 degrees rotation, only from [0, 0, 0 ]T to [15, 10, 5 ]T. Figure 2.11(a) shows a near
optimal trajectory generated for Example A by the planner (Plan). Figure 2.11(b)
is the trajectory produced by the smoother based on the plan. This trajectory has
a cost of 0.430825 and was smoothed after 18 seconds. The running times of the
smoother for small cases like this (1 spacecraft) are usually lower, but in this case
the tolerance of the algorithm was increased to produce a better cost. Compara-
tively, Figure 2.11(c) shows the trajectory produced by DIDO, with 28 nodes and no
initial guess after 140 seconds, and with a cost of 0.3681. The lowest cost from all
DIDO runs for this example was of 0.2845. If this is used as a the best reference, the
smoother trajectory has a cost 51% worse than the best, and the DIDO trajectory has
a cost 30% worse. Figure 2.12(a) shows the trajectory generated by the planner for
Example B. The figure shows a trajectory that is clearly suboptimal, with a change
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Figure 2.11: Plan and smoothed trajectories for Example A
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of direction that can be seen in the top left corner. The slew maneuver is also visibly
suboptimal. However, the corresponding trajectory produced by the smoother, shown
in Figure 2.12(b), although not optimal, has smoothed the event in the top left cor-
ner, and also the slew maneuver. This trajectory has a cost of 0.50367 which is 26%
percent worse than the best cost of 0.3971 obtained by DIDO for this example, and
was found after 14 seconds. Figure 2.12(c) shows the trajectory produced by DIDO
also with 28 nodes and no initial guess, after 230 seconds, and with a cost of 0.3987,
less than 1% worse than the best.
This results give a short glimpse of the characteristics of the trajectories found
by the planner/smoother combination versus those found by DIDO. DIDO has con-
sistently a better cost, but is much slower than the smoother (the planner amounts
to less than a second for this configurations). Furthermore, the results shown here
for the smoother are aimed to produce a solution with good cost, but this algorithm
can be adjusted to produce a solution much faster, perhaps with larger formations
where the computation time would be too large otherwise. In contrast, DIDO cannot
be adjusted so it is bound to produce good solutions with poor computation time.
However, the real difference between DIDO and the planner/smoother combination
is in the reliability.
Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14 show the execution times for the optimizations of
Examples A and B with DIDO for different number of nodes. In these figures the
runs that failed, either because they took too long (cut-off at 500 seconds) or just
because the optimization did not converge, are represented with a value of 510, just
so all the results can be seen in the same graph. Figure 2.13 shows that the running
time is proportional to the number of nodes, and runs with a large number of nodes
(over 30) are more likely to fail. This figures does not show a clear advantage of
running DIDO with an initial guess versus without it. Figure 2.14 looks different,
even though the basic problem is not, but mostly because here the initial guess is not
as good as with Example A (compare figures 2.11(a) and 2.12(a)). As a result, DIDO
finds a solution with an initial guess only for a low number of nodes, and even in
this case the computation time is worse. In general the computation times, although
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somewhat proportional to the number of nodes, are erratic. These two figures suggest
that with DIDO, no initial guess is better than a mediocre one.
Figure 2.15 shows the results for Example C. This example, similar to Examples
A and B, consists of a translation from [0, 0, O]T to [30, 20, 101T with a rotation of
90 degrees around the Z axis. This example has an additional pointing constraint,
which consists of limiting the Z body axis to point at the inertial Z axis to within
45 degrees. Example C is trivial, since the optimal solution satisfies the constraint
which is not active, but it shows the behavior of DIDO with additional constraints,
even if trivial ones. With the addition of the constraint the execution times degrade
compared with Example A and the solver fails to find a solution for most cases above
30 nodes. The runs without an initial solution are also visibly worse than those of
Example B. The smoother stops with a solution after 4 seconds.
Figure 2.16 shows the results for Example D. This example is similar to Example
C before, but the constraint is slightly different. In this case the spacecraft is limited
to point the X body axis outside of the inertial direction denoted by the vector
[2, / ', 0 ]T/ 2 . This constraint is in the middle of the path that would be otherwise be
optimal and therefore should be active in the final solution. As a result, this constraint
makes the problem more difficult than the previous examples. The computational
results in Figure 2.16 show that the performance of DIDO degrades even further
from before. In particular, the performance without initial guess is much worse. One
possible explanation of this is that the initial guess developed internally by DIDO
may not take into account the constraint and thus the algorithm has more difficulty
converging. In this case the runs with an initial guess fare much better than those
without it. The smoother stops with a solution after 20 seconds.
Figure 2.17 shows the results for Example E, which is a combination of the previous
two Examples C and D. It consists of a simple translation and rotation, but with
both the stay-inside and the stay-outside pointing constraints. This example is more
difficult, not only because it increases the number of constraints, but also because the
combination of the constraints restricts the space of feasible solutions. This means
that to satisfy the stay-outside pointing constraint the spacecraft must rotate off the
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Figure 2.16: Performance of DIDO for Example D (with stay-outside constraint).
Failed runs are represented with over 500 seconds
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Figure 2.17: Performance of DIDO for Example E (with both stay-inside and stay-
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Figure 2.18: Success ratio for DIDO for the examples shown here
X - Y plane but still manage to keep the Z body axis within an angle of the inertial
Z to satisfy the stay-inside constraint. Figure 2.17 shows that DIDO fails in all
cases with more than 20 nodes. Remarkably, with a low number of nodes DIDO still
manages to find solutions both with and without an initial guess. The final smoothed
solution was found after 19 seconds.
In general, Figures 2.13 to 2.17 show that:
* The DIDO solution times are erratic. In most cases there is no visible trend in
the performance.
" That said, higher number of nodes usually mean worse time and more failures.
" With a bad or non-smooth initial guess like in Example B, DIDO performs
worse in time and number of failures than with no initial guess.
Figure 2.18 shows the percentage of successful solutions per number of nodes,
with and without an initial guess. This plot shows clearly that the success ratio
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degrades with the number of nodes. DIDO found solutions to all the examples with
8 nodes, and the range from 8 to 12 nodes gave good results, with 80% or more of
solutions found. It can also be seen in the plot that there is no clear advantage to
having an initial guess on average, although the previous series of plots showed that in
constrained cases the initial guess is an advantage, and that poor initial guesses are a
clear disadvantage. In terms of reliability, DIDO is worse than the planner/smoother
combination since the smoother is feasible by design therefore it will always have a
valid solution, provided that the planner finds one.
2.5 Attitude Maneuver with 1 Spacecraft
This example is a reproduction of the attitude control problem introduced by Fraz-
zoli et al. [10]. This problem consists of finding the attitude maneuver between two
configurations with one spacecraft, without regard to translation. The article pro-
poses a solution based on Rapidly-exploring Random Trees, also based in LaValle's
algorithm, and thus is similar to the planner algorithm in section 2.2.1.
The problem consists of rotating a spacecraft with a telescope to point at a new
target. In this particular case, the objective is to rotate the spacecraft 90 degrees
counter-clockwise about the X inertial axis. The spacecraft is constrained not to
point the telescope (Z body axis) within 30 degrees from any bright object (Sun,
Earth and Moon) or the star tracker (Y axis) within 20 degrees of the Sun. The
antenna (X body axis) must always point within 60 degrees from Earth. The inertial
vectors are [Vf', -- 2, O]T/ 2 toward Earth, [sin 30, cos 30, 0]T toward the Moon, and
[0, 1, 0]T toward the Sun. In the original problem the radiator (-Z body axis) cannot
point toward the Sun for more than 120 seconds. This constraint is an integral
constraint that our algorithm cannot include. Instead, for this experiment the radiator
is constrained to stay at least 20 degrees away from the line-of-sight to the sun.
The solution is generated by the randomized planner in less than one second,
which similar to the computation reported by Frazzoli. The final trajectory shown in
Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.20 is the result produced by the smoother. These figures show
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Figure 2.19: Locus of Telescope in Frazzoli's example must stay outside of bright
objects
the locus of the telescope and the antenna as the spacecraft follows the trajectory.
Figure 2.19 shows that the stay-outside pointing constraint is active, and Figure 2.20
shows that the stay-inside pointing constraint is also satisfied.
DIDO fails to find a good solution when provided with an initial solution, and
without an initial solution it finds a solution but it is infeasible. The difficulty with
DIDO is that the constraints are enforced at the nodes and if the separation between
two nodes is large enough then the trajectory goes over the constraint.
This experiment shows that the planner is general enough to solve not only 6
DOF problems with multiple spacecraft, but also to solve attitude maneuvers for 1
spacecraft, with computation times similar to those of algorithm that is specific to
this problem [10].
2.6 Summary
Designing spacecraft reconfiguration maneuvers is challenging because it includes non-
linear attitude dynamics, difficult non-convex constraints, and high dimensionality
(6N DOF) due to coupling of the multiple spacecraft states in the constraints. This
chapter presented a method that can solve for reconfigurations for up to 4 spacecraft.
The essential feature of this method is the separation into a simplified path planning
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Figure 2.20: Locus of Antenna in Frazzoli's example must point toward Earth
problem without differential constraints to obtain a feasible solution, which is then
improved by a smoothing operation. The first step is solved using Rapidly-exploring
Random Trees [24]. The smoother consists of an optimization by iteratively solving
a linear program using a linearization of the cost function, dynamics, and constraints
about the initial feasible solution. The examples demonstrated the validity of the
approach and also showed that the algorithm can solve problems with four spacecraft
with several complex pointing restrictions.
The approach presented in this chapter is not the only way to solve the spacecraft
reconfiguration problem. Since it can be formulated as a nonlinear optimal control
problem, it is possible to use a nonlinear control tool to solve it. This chapter uses
the software DIDO for this purpose and compares its performance with the plan-
ner/smoother method. The results show that DIDO did not seem to take advantage
of a feasible initial guess but on some constrained problems, and in cases where the
initial guess was not smooth it performs better without it. For problems with more
than one spacecraft DIDO failed to find any solutions. And even for simple prob-
lems with one spacecraft and no more than two constraints, although the solutions
DIDO found had better cost, this software was much slower and less reliable than the
planner/smoother.
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Chapter 3
The New Connection Functions
3.1 Introduction
The experiments in the previous chapter showed that the planner found solutions for
problems with up to four spacecraft in approximately forty minutes. These are good
results compared with previous solutions to similar problems, but better performance
is required for real-time applications. Practical solution times of about one minute
for configurations from 5 to 10 spacecraft would enable the technique to be used for
missions such as the Terrestrial Planet Finder [28]. The planner is the key stage to
target to reduce the solution time since, compared to it, the smoother finds solutions
in no more than ten seconds for the examples shown in Chapter 2.
Randomized algorithms, of which Rapidly-exploring Random Trees are a variant,
were described in Chapter 2 as a means of solving path planning problems. Random-
ized algorithms perform well in general, but they have been shown to perform poorly
for problems that contain difficult regions such as "narrow passages" (i.e., the free
space has sections that are long and narrow). For example, in the spacecraft reconfig-
uration problem of Chapter 2 these type of regions occur whenever the problem has
absolute and relative stay-inside pointing constraints. To see why stay-inside pointing
constraints create "narrow passages", imagine two spacecraft that must do a complex
maneuver, while one of them must point to the other within a narrow angle. The
maneuver of spacecraft may involve complex long translations and slew maneuvers,
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but the attitude of the second spacecraft must be tightly coordinated with the state
of the first spacecraft, and has a very limited range of valid motions. The second
spacecraft (or both) can be viewed as moving through a corridor that is long (the
whole maneuver) but also narrow (the valid attitude of the 2nd spacecraft). Because
the randomized algorithms only generate few sample point in those areas, finding a
path through these regions can be very difficult [19]. Solving hard problems that
have these difficult regions has generated a large amount of interest, and as a result,
numerous methods have been developed to aid the randomized algorithms developed
before the RRT's. Two of the best known of these methods are the bridge test and
the Gaussian sampling strategies [17, 4]. The common idea behind these methods is
that they exert more effort in generating the random sample points. In the basic case,
every valid random sample is added to the search tree, while with the new methods
select the points with more carefully. In particular, by collecting information about
the environment, more points are selected in the difficult regions of the free space.
As a result the search trees are typically smaller, but grow more efficiently. However,
these new methods cannot be applied directly to Rapidly-exploring Random Trees,
which rely on the random samples being evenly distributed over the search space to
achieve good performance. This ensures that the search tree is extended toward the
unexplored space [24]. Nonetheless, since the sampling methods have been successful
in increasing the performance of other randomized algorithms, it is likely that similar
methods can be found that are tailored to the characteristics of Rapidly-Exploring
Random trees. There has already been some research in this direction, for instance,
look at special sampling strategies to improve the expansion of the RRT's [30]. This
chapter presents such an extension to the basic RRT algorithm, although in a different
direction.
Since the strategy of sampling evenly used by the Rapidly-exploring Random
Tree is key to its performance, the approach taken in this chapter is to leave that
aspect intact, and instead focus a different element of this algorithm. The element
investigated here is the connection function, called CONNECT in section 2.2, which in
general attempts to connect a point of the search tree with a newly generated sample
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point. The connection function in the basic RRT is simple and fast, and only consists
of extending a direct path between two points and stopping if an obstacle is found.
This simplicity is well suited to the original approach of RRT which is to concentrate
on distributing samples and exploring the whole space as fast as possible, for which
a complex connection function is not worth the time penalty required to compute it.
This thesis proposes that by adding some complexity to the connection function it
is possible to improve the performance of the whole algorithm. The new connection
function, by collecting additional local information about the free space, is better
at connecting two points in difficult cases with obstacles and narrow passages. This
combination of the strength of the basic RRT in searching the space on the global
scale, and a connection function that searches more on the local scale, could improve
the performance of this path planning algorithm.
This chapter proposes two new algorithms that use this principle to improve the
basic connection function which, in turn, is shown to significantly improve the RRT
algorithm. One algorithm is based on probing the local free space with a number
of random trials, and the other is based on artificial potential functions. When the
new connection functions encounter an obstacle, instead of just stopping, they use
information about the nearby obstacles to try to continue in a valid direction. Both of
these algorithms are more flexible than the simple connection function because they
take into account the obstacles, and they are faster than a full path planner.
3.2 The New Connection Functions
The basic form of the connection function, introduced in section 2.2 as CONNECT,
remains the same
CONNECT(Xo, Xf)
1 x, <- xo
2 repeat x <- EXTEND(Xn, Xf)
3 until could not advance Xn
4 return Xn
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The EXTEND function is changed to POTENTIAL-EXTEND or RANDOM-EXTEND
to use the potential connection function or the random connection function respec-
tively.
3.2.1 The Potential Connection Function
The artificial potential function consists of a continuous function that decreases
monotonically in the direction of the goal, (e.g., a distance function) [20]. Following
the negative gradient of the function generates a path to the goal. Obstacles are then
introduced as high peaks in the potential function, so that they effectively repel any
search that follows the gradient. In ideal circumstances, it is possible to find a path
descending to the goal while avoiding obstacles from every point in space. Artificial
potential functions were originally developed to solve path planning problems, and
gained much appeal due to their simplicity and computational efficiency [20, 43, 12].
In practice however the gradient descent method does not always work because the
sum of the distance function plus the high peaks create local minima in the potential
field [23]. Additionally, since the obstacles are not hard constraints, but just high
peaks in the potential function, they can be violated by the method in some circum-
stances. Another difficulty with this method is that some path planning problems do
not have an obvious formulation with potential functions, or have functions with too
many singular points or local minima. For instance, robot path planning problems
that involve many obstacles described as complex polygonal shapes are in this cate-
gory. However, for a path planning problem without differential constraints and with
a moderate number of obstacles that are easy to formulate as potential sources (e.g.,
constraints such as g(x) < 0), the new method proposed in this section significantly
improves the performance of the Rapidly-exploring Random Trees.
The method consists of replacing the CONNECT function in the path planner by
a search with a potential function based on a distance metric
d(xi, x 2) (3.1)
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with the obstacles and other constraints represented by inequality constraints of the
form
gmin,i - gi(x) < gmax,i (3.2)
for i E 1, ... , N the number of constraints, gmin,i and gmax,i are constants, and gmin,i =
gmax,i to represent equality constraints. The search attempts to find a sequence of
feasible points that decreases the distance to the target point. This search is posed as
a nonlinear optimization problem, and is solved with a feasible sequential optimization
method. By posing a step of the search as a nonlinear optimization problem, there is
no need to create a single potential function with peaks for constraints. The distance
metric and constraints functions a defined separately, and the nonlinear optimizer
hides the mechanism by which they are combined. Since the optimization method
is feasible, it ensures that the constraints are properly handled and never violated,
therefore the intermediate solutions form a valid trajectory. Each new intermediate
solution should also be restricted to be within a certain distance of the previous
one, to ensure that the trajectory between them is also valid. The potential extend
function consists of
POTENTIAL-EXTEND(X, Xf)
1 Solve nonlinear program:
mindx d(x + dx, xf)
subject to
gmin,i gi(x + dx) gmax,iVi
||dxI < c
> End of nonlinear program
2 Xbest <- x +dx
3 return Xbest
In this function xi and xf are initial and goal points, x is the temporary point that
moves toward the goal by dx increments. The norm of the dx increments is limited to
be less than c to ensure the feasibility of the trajectory between two adjacent points.
The numerical experiments in this chapter were done with the custom sequential
linear programming method presented in Chapter 2. This method is based on solving
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a sequence of linear programs with linearized constraints. Other feasible sequential
optimization methods such as FPSQP or CFSQP could also be used here [27, 53].
3.2.2 The Random Connection Function
This search samples the space in the neighborhood around the end point of the
trajectory and chooses the valid point with lowest distance to the goal as the next
point in the connection. There are two key parameters in this randomization: the
radius R of the neighborhood and the number Ntriais of good trials. A good trial
means a trial that is a valid connection and decreases the distance to the goal. The
radius of the neighborhood determines the extension of the search, and the number
of trials determines the amount of knowledge collected. It can be expected that
increasing both the radius and the number of trials would increase the effectiveness of
the connection at the expense of computations. A large increase in the neighborhood
radius makes the connection function a randomized path planner in itself. Increasing
the number of trials tends to duplicate the potential connection function, because this
number is proportional to the amount of "information" of what is the best direction to
go. Since the potential function has perfect knowledge about the local neighborhood,
it is reasonable to expect that as the random function gathers more information, its
behavior will approach asymptotically that of the potential function. This result will
be illustrated in section 3.3. The random extend function consists of
RANDOM-EXTEND(Xi, xf)
1 Xbest + i
2 for j <- to Ntials
3 do repeat x, +- NEW-NEIGHBOR(xi, R)
4 d,- d(xo, xf)
5 until d, < d(xi, Xf)
6 if VALID(x,) and d, < d(Xbest, Xf)
7 then Xbest - Xn
8 return Xbest
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In this algorithm NEW-NEIGHBOR generates a random state in the neighborhood
within a radius R of x, and VALID is true only if x does not violate any constraint.
3.3 Illustration of Connection Functions with Sim-
ple 2D Path Planning Example
The direct, potential function, and random connection functions are illustrated in
this section with a simple path planning problem. The computation times of these
algorithms is compared as well. The path planning problem consists of a 2D path
planning problem with ellipsoidal obstacles. The advantage of representing simple
obstacles as ellipsoids is that they can be easily described by the inequalities required
by the potential connection function. The distance metric consists of
d(xi, x 2 ) = 1 - X2||2 (3.3)
and the ellipsoidal obstacles can be described as the inequalities
1 < (xX - ei,X) 2/A2 + (XY - e<,Y) oo (3.4)
where ei,2 and ei,y are the coordinates of the center of ellipse i, and Ai and Bi the
lengths of its x and y axes. Section 3.2.1 explained before that the distance metric
and constraint inequalities can be defined separately as long as they are represented
like Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2.
The algorithms are evaluated against two specific examples of the problem. Both
examples, shown in Figure 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) consist of finding a path from the lower
left corner of a square to the upper right corner. The first example, referred to as
Example A and shown in Figure 3.1(a), contains scattered obstacles. It is not a trivial
example but not particularly difficult, since the passages between obstacles are not
very narrow or long compared with the obstacles and the whole space. The second
example, referred to as Example B and shown in Figure 3.1(b), is much more difficult.
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Figure 3.1: Simple 2D RRT example with the Direct Connection
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In this example the obstacles are arranged to create a long and narrow passage that
must be crossed in order to link the start and goal points. The example was chosen
because it is a difficult path planning problem with "narrow passages" and should
test the ability of the algorithms to solve problems of this type.
Figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) also show the final dual trees created using the direct
connection function right up to the point where the trees meet and a path is found.
Notice in Figure 3.1(b) that the tree must create several zig-zagging branches to clear
the narrow passage. The figure also shows that the basic RRT has performed an
exhaustive search and its coverage of the free space is uniform.
Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show the bi-directional random trees using the poten-
tial connection function. The potential connection function consists of CONNECT
using the POTENTIAL-EXTEND function, function d as described in Eq. 3.3 and g
constraints as described in Eq. 3.4. The step limit e is of 0.01 units. The figures show
that the RRT only needs two branches to solve Example A, which means one iteration,
and just a few branches to solve Example B. Figure 3.2(b) also shows that many of
branches created by the potential connection function follow the border the obstacles
instead of just stopping at them, which is a main characteristic of this connection
algorithm.
Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show the RRT using the randomized connection function
for the two sample cases discussed previously, with only one good random trial per
step. Besides the random Brownian-motion like shape of the trajectories, the trees
bear some resemblance to the normal RRT's. They have multiple branches and
explore the free space before connecting the two trees. Since there is only one trial
per step, adding the randomization adds only a minimal amount of information.
Compare these figures to the trees in Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) with 64 trials per
step. These figures look similar to Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), which support the
suggestion of section 3.2.2 that a large number of trials provide essentially the same
local information as the potential function.
Although these examples highlight the benefits of using local information, such as
in the potential function algorithm, it is possible to create examples where this type
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Figure 3.2: Simple 2D RRT example with the New Connection
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Figure 3.3: Randomized connection function with 1 trial per step
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of function does not perform as well as shown here. For instance, if a goal point is at
one side of a large obstacle, a potential function trying to reach it from the opposite
side of the obstacle will get trapped at local minima. This "trapping" is shown later
in the coverage Figures 3.11 and 3.13 in section 3.3.1. Still, the direct connection
function has no way of going around the obstacle either, so the potential connection
algorithm will never perform worse.
Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) show the average number of iterations of the differ-
ent RRT's versus the number of random trials per step of the random connection
function. The plots show that the number of iterations with the random connection
function is asymptotic to the potential connection function, and that the number of
iterations with the direct connection function is much larger. This result is consistent
with the goal of introducing the two new connection functions: adding information
to the connection helps the RRT explore the space faster and therefore reduce the
number of iterations to find a solution. However, there is a penalty. The additional
complexity of the new connection functions makes each iteration slower. As a result,
the new connection functions are slower overall than the basic RRT and the potential
connection function is the slowest (Figure 3.5(b)). This result clearly illustrates the
reasoning behind the simple connection function in the basic RRT: to have many
iterations, but to do each one very fast. These two plots suggest that, at least for
this example A, the additional complexity in the functions is not worth it.
Figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) show the distribution of computation time of the direct
connection function and the potential connection function for Example A, accumu-
lated over 1000 trials and with a maximum cut-off time of 0.8 seconds. These plots
show that most of the runs are concentrated below 0.1 seconds, which demonstrate
that both algorithms perform well and that the potential connection function does
not have a clear advantage for this example. For comparison, Figure 3.6(c) shows
the distribution of the random connection function with 8 trials per iteration. This
number of trials was shown in Figure 3.5(b) to have the lowest computation time,
and this distribution is not different from the plots of the direct function and the
potential connection functions, even slightly better.
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Figure 3.5: Analysis of connection functions for Example A
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Figure 3.7: Analysis of connection functions for Example B
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Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) show the iterations and computation time for Example
B. They show a similar profile as Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) for Example A for the
new connection functions, but very different results for the direct connection function.
For the random connection function the computation time is slow for a low number
of trials and gets slow also for larger number of trials, while for a mid-range from
8 to 32 trials it is as fast as the RRT with the direct connection function. These
figures also show clearly that the computation time of the direct connection function
really increases for a hard problem like Example B. Figure 3.7(a) shows that the
average number of iterations for the direct connection function has increased to around
7900. As a result, the average computation time increases to nearly 0.6 seconds,
even when the time per single iteration may be lower than with the new connection
functions. This result confirms that for hard problems the increase in complexity of
the connection function does have a positive impact on the performance of the RRT
algorithm.
Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) show the distributions of computation time for the direct
connection and the potential connection functions. These figures show that the direct
connection function has both a worse average time than the potential connection and a
wider distribution, which is mostly above 5 seconds. Since randomized algorithms use
a cut-off time to decide if the algorithm has failed to find a solution, a wide distribution
of computation times has a negative impact in how many runs will fail by stopping too
soon, which makes the algorithm less reliable. Figure 3.8(b) shows the computation
time of the potential connection function. Although the distribution in this figure
has widened compared to Example A (Figure 3.8(a)), it is still concentrated around
0.1 seconds. Figure 3.8(c) shows the distribution of the random connection function
with 8 trials per iteration, which was shown to have the best average computation
time (Figure 3.7(b)). The randomized connection function has a distribution similar
to the potential connection function.
Figures 3.9(a) and 3.9(b) show the average path length for the different algorithms.
The plots show a similar behavior to the iteration plots, in the sense that the average
path length of the random connection converges asymptotically to a lower bound.
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of computation time for Example B
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Figure 3.9: Average path length with the different connection functions
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Interestingly, the lower bound in this case is consistently equal to the path length of
the direct connection RRT. It is not clear why this is the case. The average path
length for the potential connection algorithm is consistently lower than the others
in these examples. This gives the potential connection algorithm an advantage in
path planning problems where the final solution should reduce a cost proportional
to the length of the path, for example the time. Although the random connection
function has lower computation times, the following examples as well as the spacecraft
reconfiguration examples use the potential connection function. This algorithm was
chosen because it is an extreme case. It always uses the least number of iterations,
and it is deterministic, so it requires no adjustments while the random function ideal
number of trials depends on the problem. The potential connection function is also
a good reference in terms of connection algorithms. The other extreme case is the
direct connection, for which no information is gathered at all, which is evaluated in
extensive RRT research and in Chapter 2. The random approach falls between these
two algorithms and can be adjusted from one extreme to the other. It is also non-
deterministic and not as novel as the potential connection function in the context of
randomized algorithms.
3.3.1 Comparison of Coverage
The new potential and random connection functions are presented in section 3.2 as
alternatives to the direct connection function in the RRT algorithm. They are then
shown to increase the speed and reliability of the RRT algorithm in section 3.3.
Figures 3.2(a), 3.2(b), 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) illustrated some characteristics of the new
connection functions, like how they follow the obstacle outlines but continue past
them, reaching much farther than the direct connection. In this section, Figures 3.10
to 3.13 compare the coverage of the direct and the potential connection functions for
the Example A, and Figure 3.10 and 3.11 show their coverage for Example B.
In these figures showing the coverage, the shaded regions are those that can be
reached from the origin or the goal points in one step of the connection function.
Regions of light shade are reachable from one of the two points, while regions with dark
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shade are those that can be reached from both. Figure 3.10 shows the very limited
coverage of the direct connection function. Compare this figure with Figure 3.11
which shows that most of the free space can be covered by the potential connection
in one step and that coverage from the origin and goal points overlaps. This explains
why the potential connection function finishes most of the searches after one iteration.
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show similar plots for the narrow passage example (Ex. B).
Figure 3.12 shows the limitations of the direct connection function, which can only
reach in one step the region within a narrow field of view from the start and goal
points. Figure 3.13 shows that the shaded regions have increased, and they also
reach deep into the narrow passage in only 1 step. The figure also shows two large
regions that are not reachable. These two regions result from the difficulty mentioned
in section 3.3, when the potential connection function is trying to reach these areas
from the start or goal points but is stuck in local minima behind the large ellipses.
3.4 Simulation Results with the Spacecraft Recon-
figuration Problem
In this section the path planner with the potential connection function is tested
against the spacecraft reconfiguration problem introduced in Chapter 2. This prob-
lem is very challenging problem and has many degrees of freedom. Some of the
constraints in this problem, in particular the absolute and relative stay-inside point-
ing constraints, create difficult regions in the free space that are similar to the "narrow
passage" example in section 3.3. The potential connection function has a significant
advantage over the basic RRT in problems like these. Other constraints, like the stay-
outside pointing constraints and the collision avoidance constraints, are also similar
to the obstacles in the Example A (obstacle field). For these cases the potential
connection decreases the number of iterations by continuing along the border of the
obstacles instead of stopping, as shown in the figures and plots of section 3.3.
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For the spacecraft reconfiguration problem, the distance metric is
d(x1, x 2) = |1XI - X2 | + KZ(qi, q2 ) (3.5)
where K = 0.1 is a scaling factor, and with the collision avoidance and pointing
constraints described by Eqs. 2.10 to 2.15.
This section presents examples of different complexity. The first example illus-
trates the difference between the direct connection function versus the new connection.
The next set of the examples compare the computation times of the new connection
connection function against results from Chapter 2 with 3 and 4 spacecraft and rel-
ative pointing constraints. They are followed by other examples demonstrate the
capacity of the improved algorithm to handle larger spacecraft formations, with 8 to
16 spacecraft.
3.4.1 Three Spacecraft
This example has three spacecraft with coupling of attitudes and positions. Spacecraft
1 and 2 switch positions while pointing their X body axis at each other. Meanwhile
spacecraft 3 must point the X body axis at them. Additionally, the spacecraft cannot
point the X body axis toward the Sun. This constraint is intended to force spacecraft
1 and 2 to move on a plane tilted with respect to the inertial Sun vector.
3.4.2 Change of Formation Shape
In this example four spacecraft begin in a square formation, and they must finish in
a tetrahedral position. The constraints are as follows: (a) Spacecraft 1, 2 and 3 must
point their Y body axis toward spacecraft 4; and (b) they must also point their X
body axis to the next spacecraft in the sequence (spacecraft 1 to spacecraft 2, 2 to 3,
and 3 to 1). These 6 constraints place strong restrictions on the possible movements
of the spacecraft, which must all be closely coordinated. The attitude of spacecraft 4
is not constrained.
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3.4.3 Formation Rotation with 4 Spacecraft
This example consists of a rotation of a tetrahedral formation of four spacecraft. The
configuration is the same as described in the previous example, with the same relative
pointing constraints, and the formation must rotate 900 about the inertial Y axis.
3.4.4 Formation Reflection with 4 Spacecraft
This example begins with a tetrahedral configuration as well, and the same relative
pointing constraints as in the previous two sections. In this example spacecraft 4 (the
off-plane spacecraft) is required to cross the plane of the other three spacecraft and
switch to the other side.
3.4.5 Comparison of Computation Time
Table 3.1 shows that with the change in the connect function, the path planner solves
the problems more than 100 times faster. These problems were carefully chosen for
Chapter 2 because they were difficult and representative of real spacecraft reconfigu-
ration maneuvers, but they are easily solved by the new algorithm.
Table 3.1: Comparison with previous results for small examples.
Example Previous Approach New Approach
Iterations Time (s) Iterations Time (s)
3 s/c (3.4.1) 336 652 2 3
4 s/c shape change (3.4.2) 386 902 1 3
4 s/c rotation (3.4.3) 51 27 2 2
4 s/c reflection (3.4.4) 309 492 1 3
3.4.6 New Results with Larger Configurations
The following examples are shown with configurations of eight and sixteen spacecraft.
They include relative pointing constraints that couple the attitude and positions of
all spacecraft.
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3.4.7 Crossing at the center
In this problem the spacecraft start in the corners of cubes (one for 8 spacecraft,
two for 16), facing each other in pairs. They are required to point their X body
vector at each other within a 40' angle. The maneuver then consists of switching
places with the other spacecraft in the pair. This maneuver is chosen so that all the
spacecraft would coincide at the origin if they were to move in straight line. The
resulting maneuver is a complex coordinated movement of spacecraft trying to avoid
each other while still pointing at their respective pairs and moving at near optimal
trajectories. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the trajectories for 8 and 16 spacecraft.
These trajectories are shown after they have been through some smoothing, since the
original trajectories produced by the planner are difficult to read.
3.4.8 Rotation of Star Configuration
This problem consists of a rotation of 900 of a star-like configuration: a spacecraft
in the center and the remainder in concentric rings (two rings for eight spacecraft,
three rings for sixteen spacecraft) The spacecraft must always point the X body axis
(within 40') toward the spacecraft in the rim that follows counter-clockwise. It should
also point a body vector toward the spacecraft in the center (again within 40'). The
choice of which vector depends on the size of the formation, but it is fixed during the
maneuver.
3.4.9 Random Diagonal Configuration to Star Configuration
In this problems the spacecraft start close to a diagonal configuration pointing the X
body axis at the spacecraft that is next in the star configuration (see example 3.4.8).
To remove the symmetry in the example, the positions were perturbed with small ran-
dom displacements, and the attitudes were perturbed by choosing a random rotation
axis and rotating the spacecraft a small random angle. If the perturbed configuration
satisfy all the constraints then it is accepted, otherwise the process is repeated with
the initial configuration until a valid perturbed configuration is found. The spacecraft
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must then move to the the star-like configuration described in the example 3.4.8.
Table 3.2: New results for the larger configurations
Problem # Spacecraft Iterations Time (sec)
Crossing at Center (3.4.7) 8 3 29
Rotation of Star (3.4.8) 8 3 9
Diagonal to Star (3.4.9) 8 1 17
Crossing at Center (3.4.7) 16 1 307
Rotation of Star (3.4.8) 16 23 349
Diagonal to Star (3.4.9) 16 3 388
3.5 Summary
This chapter introduces two extensions to the basic Rapidly-exploring Random Tree
algorithm that greatly decrease its computation time. These two extensions are based
on the notion that path planning problems with constraints have a global scale and
a local scale, and that although the basic RRT is very good at searching at the
global scale, improvements can be made at the local scale. The extensions consist of
replacing the basic RRT function that connects two point, consisting of a simple direct
connection, by a function that uses some local information about the constraints.
These new functions are better at connecting two points in difficult problems, and as
a result improve the overall performance of the whole RRT. One of the functions is
based on probing the local free space with a number of random trials, and the other
is based on artificial potential functions.
These algorithms and the basic RRT are illustrated and compared with a basic
2D example. The comparison shows that for a simple example the new connection
functions find the solution with less iterations than the original function, but not
faster. However, for a difficult example the new algorithms perform much better
than the basic one in terms of reliability and computation time. The basic RRT is
also compared to the potential function connection by solving the spacecraft reconfig-
uration problem. In potential function algorithm is more reliable and 100 times faster
than the basic one. The algorithm is then demonstrated by solving large problems
involving up to 16 spacecraft (96 DOF) and many constraints.
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Figure 3.14: 8 spacecraft start at the corners of a cube and switch places
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Chapter 4
DIDO and NTG Applied to
Trajectories with Discontinuous
Constraints
4.1 Introduction
Previous chapters deal with the spacecraft reconfiguration problem. Some of the
main features of this problem are its collision avoidance and pointing constraints.
These are good examples of path constraints, which must hold for every point of the
trajectory. However, there are trajectory optimization problems with constraints that
must hold only in certain regions of the space, in certain section of the trajectory,
or during a time interval. In other cases the constraints may hold over the hold
trajectory, but change sharply in some sections. This sharp changes can apply also
to the cost of the trajectory, like travel time of a vehicles that crosses from traveling
over land to traveling over swamp. In all the cases mentioned before the problems
have discontinuities in the constraints or in the cost function.
In the original formulation of the optimal control problems addressed by DIDO,
NTG and other direct methods, the path constraints are limited to be continuous and
must be defined over the whole trajectory. Since there are many practical problems
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that have discontinuities, it is useful to have a way of solving this type of problems
with direct methods. An approach that has been proposed is to divide the prob-
lem in phases that are continuous but can have discontinuous transitions between
them [3, 40, 45]. However, Ref. [3] also points out there is no systematic way has
been developed to solve discontinuous problems with multi-phase methods, and most
direct methods did not include the possibility of handling multiphase problems di-
rectly until recently (DIDO) [45, 46].
With the aim of tackling discontinuous problems that arise in trajectory opti-
mization, in particular in recent UAV research, this chapter presents the multi-phase
formulation of nonlinear control problems, and introduces a systematic method of
transforming this problems with this formulation into continuous problems that can
be solved by most direct methods. The objective of this chapter is to identify when
a discontinuous trajectory optimization problem is suitable for multi-phase formula-
tion, to explain how to solve this problem with existing methods, in particular DIDO
or NTG, and to illustrate this process with two examples that are relevant to UAV
trajectory design.
From the two software packages dealt with in this chapter, DIDO is a special case
because it already includes the multi-phase formulation and can solve multi-phase
problems [45]. Therefore section 4.3, which explains how to transform a multi-phase
problem into a continuous one, is not relevant to this software, although it is for NTG
and other solvers. The rest of the chapter, including the explanation of the multi-
phase formulation, how to apply it to discontinuous problems, and the examples, is
relevant to all the direct methods including DIDO.
4.2 The Nonlinear Problem
Consider the following optimal control problem. The objective is to minimize the
cost functional
T
J = <p [x(0), 0, x(T), T] + JOL [x(t), u(t), t]dt (4.1)
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subject to the dynamic constraints
= f [x(t), u(t), t]dt (4.2)
the path constraints on state and control variables
gi,min < gi [x(t), u(t), t] < gi,max (4.3)
and the initial and terminal constraints
x(0)
x(T)
= xo
= Xf
(4.4)
(4.5)
where x(t) E R' is the state, u(t) E Rm is the control input, t E R is the independent
variable (usually time), f : R' x Rm x R --+ R', gi : R' x Rm x R -+ R, xO E R"n and
x NE R .
In NTG and DIDO the functions f and gi must be continuous, due mostly to
limitations in the nonlinear optimization solvers that these two packages use. For
example, consider the minimum time control problem with a double integrator. Min-
imize
J = dt (4.6)
subject to the dynamic constraints
dx
dt
dv
v(t) (4.7)
(4.8)= u(t)
the path constraints on the control variable
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|u(t)| 1 Umax (4.9)
dx
t=O
t=O
Figure 4.1: Constraint on norm of u
changes sharply at t = T1. Final Tf =
T2
Figure 4.2: Multiphase: Trajectory is
split in two phases and then combined.
Each phase has a different (but continu-
ous) constraint on the norm of u. Final
Tf=T1 +T 2
and the initial and final constraints
x(0) = zo
x(T) = xf
(4.10)
(4.11)
However, what happens in the case when these functions are not continuous? In
many control problems, the dynamic constraints, path constraints, or the cost may
have discontinuities. For example, consider the modification of the previous example
in which the bound on the input changes depending on the time
lu(t)| < U,
Iu(t)|| <_ U2,
which is shown in Figure 4.1. It should be
solve problems with discontinuities as well.
a particular case of discontinuity.
t E (0, Ti)
t E (TiT 2)
(4.12)
(4.13)
possible to use either DIDO or NTG to
To achieve this, the focus will narrow to
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l ueU,
T 2;e
u U2
'T 2
4.3 Problems with Known Path Discontinuities
Consider a trajectory optimization problem divided in M phases, in which each phase
can be described similar to section 4.2, but with cost, variables and dynamics that
may be different for each phase. A phase k E 1, ... , M can be considered as a trajec-
tory optimization problem in itself, independent of the other phases. The trajectory
optimization problem for phase k consists of minimizing
Tk
Jk - [x k(0),0,xk(Tk))Tk)] + J L [Xk(t)Iuk(t),t]dt (4.14)
subject to the dynamic constraints
dxk
dt f k k ) uk(t), t] (4.15)
the path constraints
g < gk [xk(t), uk(t) t] < gax (4.16)
and the initial and terminal constraints
k(0) = (4.17)
xk(T) = k (4.18)Xf
The independent variable t goes from 0 to Tk for each phase k. The constraints can
be different for each phase, therefore i E 1,... , Nk for phase k. The variables and
functions have the same meaning as in equations 4.1 to 4.5. Additionally, the functions
Lk, fk and gk can be different for every phase k. With the optimal control problem
for each phase defined, the multi-phase optimal control problem can be defined by
adding the objectives and linking the individual trajectories. The new objective is to
minimize
M
j = Jk (4.19)
k=1
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and the linking is achieved by constraining the final and initial states of adjacent
trajectories to be equal
xk(T) x k+1(0) (4.20)
uk(T) = k+1(0) (4.21)
where k C , ... ,M - 1.
Although this form forces all the states and inputs to be the same at the linking
points, it can actually be more flexible. It is possible not to include some of these
linking constraints for some of the states (like velocity) or the control inputs. For
example, if a particular problem allows the acceleration to change sharply between
phases, the constraint on this control input can be relaxed. With some extra work, the
linking conditions could be made even more flexible and complex, but the problems
considered here do not require this flexibility, so this option is not explored further.
Figure 4.2 shows the multi-phase formulation of the discontinuous example de-
scribed in section 4.2. The states x, i and control u, have been replaced by two sets
of states and controls x, e, x2  2 U and u2 , a set per phase. Two different norm
constraints are enforced at the different phases, and the continuity between phases
of the trajectory is enforced by the linking constraints. The total time is the sum of
each phase time Tf = T' + T 2.
This type of control problem can be formulated in the first form shown in sec-
tion 4.2 by introducing new variables and constraints. Let the times Tk be dependent
variables and introduce a new independent variable T E [0, 1] such that
t = Tk (4.22)
dt = dTTk (4.23)
The multiple-phase optimal control problem is then to minimize
M M I
J = Z so [k(0),0, x(1), T k] + T kLk [xk (T), uk(T),T k ] dT (4.24)
k=1 k=10
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subject to the dynamic constraints
dxkd = T f k [xk (T), uk (T), TT k] (4.25)dT
the new dynamic constraints
dTk= 0 (4.26)
dr
and the path constraints
gi~mi <gi [x(T), u(T), TT] - imax (4.27)
where k E 1, ... , M. The initial and terminal constraints are
x1(0) = zo (4.28)
xM(1) = Xf (4.29)
and the linking constraints constraints
xk(l) = xk+1(0) (4.30)
uk(1) = uk+1(0) (4.31)
where k E 1, ... , M - 1. Posed in this form, the multi-phase problem is transformed
into the original control problem with continuous variables, cost and constraints of
section 4.2. The drawback is that the size of the problem increases. The number of
variables and inputs has increased from n + m to M(n + m + 1) because they are
duplicated at each phase, plus each additional Tk per phase. The number of initial
and terminal constraints goes from 2n to 2n + (M - 1)(n + m). Finally, the number
of path constraints goes from N to MN plus the constraints that are specific to the
multi-phase problem.
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4.4 Multi-phase Problem in DIDO and NTG
Once the discontinuous problem is transformed into a continuous one, it is straightfor-
ward to solve this problem with any solver like DIDO or NTG. With NTG, however,
there is an additional limitation due to the software implementation of the version
2.2. In this version of the software it is not possible to include the states and inputs
in a constraint at different times, as in Eqs. 4.30 and 4.31. This minor limitation is
a characteristic of NTG that can be overcome with a simple additional step. It is
possible to introduce a variable Xk for each phase k C 1,..., M - 1 of the problem,
and then transform each linking constraint like Eq. 4.30
xk(l) Xk+1(0)
into the equivalent pair of constraints
xk() - Xk(1) (4.32)
Xk(0) = Xk+1(0) (4.33)
If the value of Xk is made constant over the whole trajectory, it follows that Xk(0)
Xk(l) = Xk. The variable Xk is made constant by defining its dynamics as
d Xk
d = 0 (4.34)dT
The control inputs are also part of the linking constraints and they should also be
included in this step. The new constraints are
uk(1) = Uk (4.35)
Uk - uk+1(o) (4.36)
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and the corresponding dynamics are
dUk
d 0 (4.37)drF
This simple step effectively transforms the multi-phase problem formulated as in
section 4.3 into a problem solvable by NTG, at the additional expense of (M -1)(n+
m) new constant variables and (M -1) (n + m) more initial and end point constraints.
The following sections present two examples of discontinuous problems and use them
to compare the performance of NTG and DIDO.
4.5 The Sensor Problem
This problems consists of a variant of the basic 2D Unmanned Aerial Vehicle problem
described in Appendix A with additional discontinuous constraints. The basic prob-
lem consists of minimum time trajectory design with dynamics modeled as a double
integrator with lower limit in speed and a turning radius. As part part of its mission,
the UAV is required to point a sensor (e.g., camera) at some points in the map for
more than certain time. The basic problem is then formulated as minimizing
J = dt (4.38)
subject to the dynamic constraints
dx
= v(t) (4.39)dt
- u(t) (4.40)
dt
the path constraints
Vmin ||v(t|| Vmax (4.41)
|Iu(t)| Umax (4.42)
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and the initial and final constraints
x(O) = Xo
v(0) = Vo
x(T) = xf
v(T) = vf
(4.43)
(4.44)
(4.45)
(4.46)
where x(t) E R2 and v(t) E R2 are the position and velocity of the UAV in 2D, and
u(t) E R 2 is the control input. The turning radius constraints were introduced as
the lower bound to the speed of the UAV and the upper bound to the acceleration
in Eqs. 4.41 and 4.42. The sensor pointing constraints are introduced in a simplified
form for the sake of clarity. For a single point rj, the constraint requires the UAV to
fly within a distance Rj of this point for longer than a specified time Tmin. To state
this formally, there must be two times T7 and T+1 such that
11x(t) - rj|| < Rj, y < t < T+1 (4.47)
which must be separated by at least a time Tmin
(4.48)
Additionally these two times are restricted to be within the time interval of the
problem
0 < T
0 < T+1
(4.49)
(4.50)
The general problem may include an arbitrary number of these constraints, and the
starting and ending times are not constrained so they may overlap and come in any
order.
The problem is quite general as stated before, and it is not possible to actually
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7j+ Tmin < 'r+1
solve it with any of the methods introduced previously. The timing constraint of
Eq. 4.47 is clearly discontinuous, since it only holds when the time t is between the
two variables T and 7j+1. This would make the problem a candidate for the multi-
phase formulation, but there is an additional limitation.
A key assumption in the multi-phase formulation of section 4.3 is that the start
and end times of the discontinuous constraints do not overlap, and that they hold
for phases of the trajectory that are predetermined before the optimization. Usually
the definition of a problem is enough to determine if the first assumption is valid,
and in order to satisfy it a problem may have to be simplified further. The second
assumption can be satisfied by using an initial guess to determine how to assign the
constraints.
The constraints of Eqs. 4.47 to 4.50 are too general to satisfy the first assumption.
Fortunately, the problem can be simplified further and formulated as multi-phase.
If the sensing areas are limited not to overlap and an initial guess is used to assign
the constraints to the corresponding phases, then the sensor problem can then be
formulated as minimizing
M Tk
J = ( dt (4.51)
k=10
with the dynamics, path and endpoint constraints of Eqs. 4.25 to 4.31. The trajectory
should also satisfy the path constraints related to the sensor constraints for those
phases k inside sensing regions
|xk(t) - rk|| Rk (4.52)
Tmin < Tk (4.53)
where rj and Rj are the position and distance to the point j that the UAV must
sense, and T is the time for which this constraint holds (Fig 4.3). With the sensor
problem posed as a multi-phase formulation, it can now be solved by DIDO or NTG.
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C2: T2 >Tmin
Figure 4.3: The UAV is required to stay within the sensing area for time Tmin by
enforcing constraints like Eqs. 4.52 and 4.53 in phase 2
Figure 4.4: Trajectory generated by
DIDO for the sensor problem
Figure 4.5: Trajectory generated by
NTG for the sensor problem
4.6 Simulation of the Sensor Problem
This section compares the performance of DIDO and NTG using a simple example.
In this example the UAV must go from point xo = [0,O]T,vo = [1, 0 ]T to point
Xf = [10, 30]T,vf = [-1, 0]T. There is also a sensing point at r 1 = [20, -2]T with
sensing radius of R 1 = 5. The norm of the velocity is bounded between Vmin = 0.9
and Vmax = 1.1 and the upper bound on norm of the control input is Umax = 0.5.
The formulation of this problem involves a trajectory with 3 phases: initial point to
sensing area, inside the sensing area, and from sensing area to the end point. The
2nd phase is constrained to be inside the sensing area for a time larger than Tmin = 9
with two constraints like Eqs. 4.52 and 4.53.
Figure 4.4 shows the solution produced by DIDO. This solution was found in 91
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seconds with 71507 cost function evaluations, and has a cost (in time) of 33.8 seconds.
Figure 4.5 shows the solution produced by NTG after 23 seconds and 44100 calls to the
cost function. It has a cost (in time) of 34.0 seconds. These results are summarized
in Table 4.1. This table shows that DIDO's optimal cost was lower than NTG but
not by much. In contrast, it had worst results in terms of computation time, in part
because DIDO runs in MATLAB which is not as fast as NTG's compiled code, but also
because it seems to have a larger number of iterations. Since DIDO's precision cannot
be controlled by the user, it sacrifices speed to decrease the cost as much as possible.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show very similar trajectories. The only visible differences are the
positions of the points that form the trajectory, which correspond to the nodes used
in the optimization. In the trajectory by DIDO they are distributed unevenly, which
is a characteristic of the Legendre pseudospectral method. The trajectory by NTG
shows more nodes and they are distributed evenly, since in NTG the node positions
are not key to its performance, and they are usually just distributed evenly over the
trajectory. The three phases of the trajectory are also illustrated by the discontinuity
of the nodes in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. In DIDO the number of nodes per phase can
be adjusted, and it its lower inside the sensing area. In NTG all phases must have
the same number of nodes, which is visible in the higher density of nodes inside the
sensing area. The figures also show that the constraint of staying in the sensing area
for more than 9 seconds forces the trajectory to be suboptimal.
Table 4.1: Results for sensor problem
Software Cost (T) Computation time (secs) Iterations (fn calls)
DIDO 33.8 91 71507
NTG 34.0 23 44100
4.7 The Weighted Shortest Path
This problem also consists of a variant of the basic 2D UAV in which the cost to
minimize is not just the time (or distance). In this problem the time has different
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weights on the cost depending on the area traveled, that is, the cost is
T
J = W(x(t))dt (4.54)
where the weight W(x(t)) is an scalar that depends on the position x(t). This
problem, or its path planning variant, has been the subject of extensive research [21,
52]. Many control problems that may seem unrelated can be represented in this form,
for example, finding the path that poses the minimum risk of losing the UAV, when
the W(x) represents the probability density of losing the UAV in an area [21].The
difficulty is that in most of real life problems the weight function is discontinuous and
changes sharply in the boundaries of different areas. In some cases, even if the weights
are continuous they change in a very short distance so for practical purposes they are
as difficult for the optimization algorithms. However, this problem can be posed in
the form of the multi-phase problem in section 4.3. The problem then consists of
minimizing
M T
J = /j W(x(t))dt (4.55)
j=1 T_1
with the path constraints
x (t) E Ai, t E [Tj-1 Tj] (4.56)
where j E 1, . . . , M, W is the weight function which is continuous in the area Aj
traversed by the UAV between times T_1 and T. This problem formulation is too
general and cannot be represented as a multi-phase problem. The limitation is that
t is used as a variable in the constraint of Eq. 4.56, but this is not possible in the
multi-phase formulation. However, if an initial guess is used to determine the order
in which the areas are visited, then it is possible to predetermine the phases of the
trajectory and assign the constraints to their corresponding phases. The problem is
to minimize M rTk
j = ( Wk (xk(t))dt (4.57)
k=1
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with the path constraints
gk [x(t)] < 0, Vk E 1, ... , M (4.58)
and the rest of the dynamic, path and end-point constraints described in section 4.3.
Since each weighting function Wk(x) corresponds to an area, the corresponding tra-
jectory phase must be constrained to be inside that area by the gk(x) constraints in
Eq. 4.58.
The previous formulation can already be solved with NTG and DIDO, however,
the formulation of the examples shown here has been further simplified for the sake
of clarity. In particular, the weights are limited to be constants and the areas to
be convex polygons. Constraining a point to be inside a polygon can be represented
with a set of linear functions, one per side of a polygon. The corresponding constraint
gk(X) < 0 can be represented by the equivalent set of constraints
v (t) - r k] > 0, Yk E 1... M, j E 1,..., N (4.59)
where o is a vector normal to the side j of polygon k, and r is any point in this
side j, as shown in the example of Figure 4.6. The following example compares the
performance of DIDO and NTG in the weighted shortest path problem.
4.8 Simulation of the Weighted Shortest Path Prob-
lem
In this example the UAV must go from point xo = [0, 0]T,vo = [1, 0]T to point
Xf = [10, 30]T,vf = [-1, O]T, as in section 4.6. The norm of the velocity is also
bounded between Vmin = 0.9 and Vmax = 1.1 and the upper bound on norm of
the control input is Umax = 0.5. For this problem three areas are consider. Area
1 with weight W1 includes the initial point and thus contains the first phase of the
trajectory. Area 2 is a small square with weight W2 that includes the 2nd phase of the
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Figure 4.6: Polygon with normal vector vi and point r 1 in one side. Since x satisfies
vJ [x - ri] > 0 for all faces, it must be inside
trajectory. Area 3 with weight W3 contains the final point and thus the last phase of
the trajectory. The shapes of the areas and the initial guess are shown in Figure 4.7.
This initial guess was used to predict the phases and assign the constraints to each
phase. The algorithms were tested with different combinations of weights.
Table 4.2: Results for weighted path problem
Software Cost (T) Computation time (secs) Iterations (fn calls)
DIDO1 43.2 48 27289
NTG1 43.4 4 3960
DIDO2 16.5 26 14087
NTG2 16.5 4 3255
Figure 4.8 shows the solution using DIDO with a surface weight of Wst = 1.5 and
weight of the central rectangle of Wi = 0.3 (Example 1). The solution was found in
48 seconds after 27289 cost function calls, with a cost of 43.2. This figure shows that
instead of generating a straight line trajectory, the trajectory is longer inside the box
and minimizes the distance outside of the box where the weight is larger. Figure 4.9
shows the opposite case (Example 2). In this figure the path length inside the box
is minimal. Similarly, Figure 4.10 shows the solution found with NTG for weights
Wet = 1.5 and Wi, = 0.3 after 4 seconds and 3960 iterations (cost function calls),
with a cost of 43.4. Figure 4.10 shows the trajectory with the inverted weights of
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other than perhaps at the transition between regions, and the distribution of the
nodes show a pattern similar to the trajectories for the sensor problem. The DIDO
trajectories of Figures 4.8 and 4.9 are based on the initial guess shown in Figure 4.7.
The final trajectories are clearly different from the initial guess, since they are smooth
and have a better cost, but they are not far. This result can be expected, because
the initial guess is used to determine the number of phases in the problem and assign
the constraints to each phase, so the final trajectories are constrained to go over the
same areas as the initial guess. Figures 4.8 to 4.11 show the advantages of using
a nonlinear optimal control tool in addition to an initial guess, because the shapes
of the trajectories have been adjusted to minimize the cost. In the cases where the
small area has less weight (Figures 4.8 and 4.10 for DIDO and NTG respectively),
the trajectories maximize the length inside the small area. Figures 4.9 and 4.11 show
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the opposite case, when the small area has the larger weight, in which the trajectory
inside the small area is minimized.
4.9 Summary
This chapter presents how to pose a nonlinear optimal control problem with discontin-
uous constraints as a multi-phase problem. This chapter also shows how to transform
this multi-phase problem into a continuous nonlinear optimal control problem of the
type solvable by direct transcription methods such as DIDO and NTG. The proce-
dure is then illustrated with two different discontinuous problems, the UAV sensor
problem, and the weighted minimum path problem. The performance and the out-
put of DIDO and NTG are shown for these problems. Using this method and with
a reasonable initial guess, a discontinuous nonlinear control problem can be solved
with DIDO or NTG. The examples also show that DIDO is much slower than NTG,
largely because it runs in MATLAB, while NTG is compiled from C.
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Figure 4.8: DIDO trajectory with weight
0.3 for small box and 1.5 for the rest.
Solver tries to maximize length inside
small area. Ratio of weights is propor-
tional to ratio of angles
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Figure
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4.10: NTG trajectory with weight
small box and 1.5 for the rest
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Figure 4.9: DIDO trajectory with weight
1.5 for small box and 0.3 for the rest.
Solver tries to minimize length inside
small area
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Figure 4.11: NTG trajectory with weight
1.5 for small box and 0.3 for the rest
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
Designing spacecraft reconfiguration maneuvers is challenging because it includes non-
linear attitude dynamics, difficult non-convex constraints, and high dimensionality
(6N DOF) due to coupling of the multiple spacecraft states in the constraints. Chap-
ter 2 presents a method that can solve for reconfigurations of up to 16 spacecraft.
The essential feature of this method is the separation into a simplified path planning
problem without differential constraints to obtain a feasible solution, which is then
improved by a smoothing operation. The first step is solved using Rapidly-exploring
Random Trees [24]. The second step consists of an optimization by iteratively solving
a linear program using a linearization of the cost function, dynamics, and constraints
about the initial feasible solution.
Chapter 3 introduces two extensions to the basic Rapidly-exploring Random Tree
algorithm that greatly decrease its computation time. These two extensions are based
on the notion that the basic RRT is very good at searching for a trajectory at the
global scale, but that it can be improved at the local scale. The extensions consist of
replacing the function that connects two points in the basic RRT, which is a simple
direct connection, by functions that use some local information about the constraints.
These new functions are better at connecting two points in difficult problems, and as
a result they improve the overall performance of the whole RRT. One of the functions
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is based on probing the local free space with a number of random trials, and the other
uses artificial potential functions.
These algorithms and the basic RRT are illustrated and compared using a basic
2D example. The comparison shows that for a simple example the new connection
functions find the solution with less iterations than the original function, but not
faster. However, for a difficult example the new connection functions perform much
better than the direct connection in terms of reliability and computation time. The
basic RRT is also compared to the potential connection function by solving the space-
craft reconfiguration problem, and the new RRT is shown to be more reliable and
100 times faster. The new planner is then demonstrated by solving large problems
involving up to 16 spacecraft (96 DOF) and many constraints.
The spacecraft reconfiguration problem can also be solved by a nonlinear optimal
control tool. In Chapter 2 the software DIDO is used for this purpose and its perfor-
mance is compared with the planner/smoother method. The results show that DIDO
does not seem to take advantage of a feasible initial guess, with the exception of some
constrained problems, and in cases where the initial guess was not smooth DIDO
performs better without it. For problems with more than one spacecraft DIDO failed
to find any solutions. For simple problems with only one spacecraft and no more than
two constraints, DIDO found solutions with a slightly better cost than the solutions
by the planner/smoother, but DIDO was much slower and less reliable.
Finally, Chapter 4 presents how to pose a nonlinear optimal control problem with
discontinuous constraints as a multi-phase problem. This chapter also shows how
to transform this multi-phase problem into a continuous nonlinear optimal control
problem of the type solvable by direct transcription methods such as DIDO and
NTG. The procedure is then illustrated with two different discontinuous problems,
the UAV sensor problem, and the weighted minimum path problem. The performance
and the output of DIDO and NTG are shown for these problems. Using this method
and with a reasonable initial guess, a discontinuous nonlinear control problem can be
solved with DIDO or NTG.
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5.2 Future Work
The work presented here can be extended in two possible directions. One direction is
to improve the spacecraft reconfiguration algorithm. It would useful to try a different
feasible nonlinear solver for the smoother, perhaps based on sequential quadratic pro-
gramming, such as CFSQP [26], combined with a formulation based on a recent direct
transcription method such as the Pseudospectral Legendre method on which DIDO
is based. A possible continuation of the work in the new connection functions would
be to compare more thoroughly the potential and the random connection function,
perhaps with respect to the spacecraft reconfiguration problem. The potential func-
tion method in particular can be tried with a different feasible nonlinear optimizer as
well, or even with semidefinite programming which has been proposed as an effective
potential-function like solution to the attitude control problem [22]. The other direc-
tion is to study further the new connection functions shown here to explain why the
slow connection function performs better, and to find the best trade-off between fast
and simple, versus slow and effective.
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Appendix A
UAV 2D path planning with DIDO
and NTG
The minimum time UAV path planning problem with obstacles is a useful problem
that is simple enough that can be use to illustrate the implementation of path planning
problems with DIDO and NTG. In this problem the dynamics are just a double
integrator in each dimension with upper bounds in the velocity and control input,
plus a minimum velocity bound to account for the minimum turning radius.
A.1 The UAV Problem with Obstacles
Consider the optimal control problem, similar to the problem described in section 4.2.
Minimize the cost functional
T
J= dt (A.1)
subject to the dynamic constraints
dzi
dt = X 2 (t) (A.2)dx2dX2 = u(t) (A.3)dt
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which are bounded as
Vmin ||x 2(t)|| Vmax (A.4)
||u(t)l Umax (A.5)
and the initial and final constraints for position and velocity
x1(O) = x 1,o (A.6)
x1(T) = x1,f (A.7)
x 2 (0) = X2,0 (A.8)
x 2(T)= X2,f (A.9)
where x1(t) E R 2 is the position, x 2(t) C R 2 is the velocity u(t) C R 2 is the control
input, t E R is the independent time. Additionally, the circular obstacles are described
by the path constraints
Ri < |xi(t) - rl, Vi (A.10)
where i E 1,... , m the number of obstacles, ri and Ri are the position and radius of
obstacle i
A.2 Implementation with DIDO
Figure A. 1 shows the trajectory generated by DIDO for a problem with initial position
x1,o = [0, 0 ]T and velocity x 2,o = [1, 0 ]T, and final position x1,f = [30, 10]T and
velocity x2,f = [-1, 0 ]T. The example includes two obstacles centered at r 1 = [10, 0 ]T
and r 2 = [25, 4 ]T with radius R 1 = 2 and R 2 = 3 respectively.
This trajectory of 35 nodes was generated 28.4 seconds and 18440 iterations (cost
function calls), for a cost of 35.5 (time in seconds).
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Figure A.1: Trajectory generated by DIDO for the 2D UAV problem
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Figure A.2: Trajectory generated by NTG for the 2D UAV problem
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A.3 Implementation with NTG
Figure A.2 shows the trajectory generated by NTG for a problem with initial position
x1,o = [0, 0 ]T and velocity x 2 ,o = [1, 0]T, and final position x1,f = [30, 10]T and
velocity X2,f [-1, ]T. The example includes two obstacles centered at r1 = [15, 7 ]T
and r 2 = [25, 4 ]T with radius R1 = 5 and R 2 = 3 respectively.
This trajectory was generated after less than 1 second and 1080 iterations (cost
function calls), for a cost of 36.45 (time in seconds).
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